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1. INTRODUCTION 
D’Alarcao [3] and Coudron [2] investigated the following problem: Given 
a semilattice G of groups and an inverse semigroup S, what are the inverse 
semigroups U such that there is an idempotent separating surjective homo- 
morphism from U to S with G as its kernel normal system? Their answer 
came out in terms of a certain action of S on G and a “factor system” 
condition, similar to the classical case of group extensions, but naturally more 
involved. Whereas Eilenberg and MacLane [5] could phrase the theory of 
group extensions in terms of cohomology theory, the corresponding extension 
problem for inverse semigroups was somehow left in the “wilderness,” 
similar to Schreier’s original paper [S] on group extensions. Only for a very 
special situation, cohomological notions have been introduced [9]. The 
purpose of this paper is to provide a cohomological framework for inverse 
semigroups which will not only fit the extension problem, but also discuss 
some apparently new notions such as complementation and inner auto- 
morphism for inverse semigroups. 
In Section 2 we introduce the category of S-modules for inverse semigroups 
S: an inverse semigroup S is represented as a semigroup of certain endo- 
morphisms of a semilattice A of abelian groups. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted 
to the free, projective, and injective objects in this category. In Section 5 
we apply some general results of cohomology theory for abelian categories 
to the category of S-modules, and in Section 6 we set up various projective 
resolutions of a standard S-module 2, . Section 7 links d’Alarcao’s and 
Coudron’s results with cohomology theory for the case where G consists of 
abelian groups. It is interesting to note that one has to introduce a dummy 
identity element in S to tackle the extension problem. Theorem 7.5 is an 
improvement on d’illarcao’s and Coudron’s results insofar as “factor systems” 
need not be defined on the whole of S x S but just a certain subset, in order 
to determine a unique extension. This fact can be neatly expressed in terms 
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of a certain chain homotopy. Section 8 studies certain endomorphisms of 
semilattices of groups, generalizing group automorphisms and the group 
of outer automorphisms of a group. Section 9 provides an obstruction theory 
for extensions using the notions of Section 8, and interprets the third 
cohomology group for inverse semigroups. Section 10 develops the notions 
of an inner automorphism of an inverse semigroup and complementation of 
kernel normal systems which are applied in Section 11 to interpret first 
cohomology groups. 
Two problems arise: (1) What are the scmilattices A of abelian groups on 
which an inverse semigroup S can be represented, i.e., make A into an 
S-module? (2) Using left satellites of the first cohomology group of S, what 
are the conditions determining those S which admit a homology theory that 
can be interpreted as cohomology in negative dimensions (as in the case of 
finite groups)? We hope to attack these questions in another paper. For 
definitions and theorems concerning inverse semigroups, the reader is 
referred to [l]. 
Finally the author wants to thank Dr. T. E. Hall, Professor R. McFadden, 
and Professor G. B. Preston for their advice resulting from many helpful 
discussions. 
2. THE CATEGORY 0~ S-MODULES 
DEFINITION. Let S be an inverse semigroup and E(S) its semilattice of 
idempotents. A semilattice A of (additively written) abelian groups together 
with a map A x S --f A, denoted by (a, s) --f us, a E A, s E S is called an 
S-module if 
(i) there is an isomorphism 19 from E(S) to E(A); 
(ii) (ur + as) s = a,s + aas, for all a, , a2 E A, s E 5’; 
(iii) a(.& = (asr) sa , for all a E A, s1 , sz E S; 
(iv) ue = a $- eB, for all a E A, e E E(S); 
(v) (e0) s = (s-les) 0, for all e E E(S), s E S. 
For e0 we will write 0, . 
DEFINITION. I f  S an inverse semigroup, A and B are S-modules, then 
a map 0~: A + B is called an S-morphism if 
(i) (a, + ua) 01 = ala + u201, for all a, , u2 E A, 
(ii) (aa) s = (as) 01, for all a E A, s E S; 
(iii) O,(li = 0, , for all e E E(S). 
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The set of all S-morphisms will be denoted by Hom,(A, B). Hom,(A, B) 
becomes an abelian group by a(ol + /?) = sol + u/3, a E A, 01, /3 E Hom,(A, B), 
+a) = --aci, a E A, 01 E Hom,(A, B), and the class of S-modules together 
with the sets Hom,(A, B) form a category, denoted by Mod(S). I f  A is an 
S-module, e E E(S), then A, will denote the set (u E A 1 a - a = O,}. 
Clearly A, is an abelian group. If  01: A + B is an S-morphism, then 
kerol={aEAIuol=O,, if a E A,} is an S-submodule of A, called the Kernel 
of 01, and if B is a submodule of A, then A/B = {a + B, j a E A, , e E E(S)} is 
called the factor module of A mod B if we define, for e, e, , e2 E E(S), 
Ir,lli,“:’ + (~2 + B,J = (~1 + 4 + Bele2 > a,> ~2 E 4 (a + Be) s = 
s ‘es > UEA, SES. A/B is an S-module and u+u+B,, UEA,, 
defines an S-morphism from A to A/B. We find easily, that Mod(S) is an 
abelian category. The zero object of Mod(S) is E(S), additively written, 
with (e, s) + s-les. Direct sums A @ B in Mod(S) are given by 
(A @ B)& = A, @ B, with (a, b) s = (us, bs), a E A, , b E B, , s E S. 
3. FREE S-MODULES 
S will always denote an inverse semigroup. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a semilattice. A A-set is a disjoint union 
T=~{T,~X~A}ofsetsT,, and if T = lJ T,, and U = u U, are A-sets, 
a map ol: T + U with T,a C U, is called a A-map. The A-sets together with 
the A-maps form a category denoted by Set, . 
Remark. Every S-module A is an E(S)-set as A = U {A, 1 e E E(S)} and 
every S-morphism is an E(S)-map. 
DEFINITION. An S-module F is said to be free over a subset T C F if 
(i) T is an E(S)-subset generating F, and 
(ii) every E(S)-map from T to any S-module A extends uniquely to 
an S-morphism from F to A. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For every E(S)-set T there exists an S-module F which 
is free over a subset p of F such that T and p are isomorphic in the category 
Seth-) . 
Proof. For any e E E(S), define 17, to be the abelian group freely generated 
by the pairs (t, s), where s-9 = e, t E Tf, for some f 6 E(S) such that 
ss-1 <f. 
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We define an addition and S-action on (J F, by: 
,-g-, 44 4 + c %,J,(h 9 4 
s;‘sl=rl 
where the sums are finite sums, n,,, , n, ,s ~2; this definition makes F into 
an S-module. Let A be an S-module and CY? {(t, e) / t E T, , e E E(S)} -+ A an 
E(S)-map. Then, for t E Tf ,f~ E(S), Cs-~s=e nt,,(t, s) 4 = Z:,-I,=, n&t, f) US 
is an S-morphism from F to A extending (II and is the only such extension. If  
we put ?? = {(t, e) 1 t E T, , e E E(S)}, th e map t -+ (t, e) is a bijection from 
T to T. Moreover p generates F as an S-module. 
DEFINITION. We say F is freely generated by T. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Free S-modules aye projective in Mod(S). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Every S-module is a homomorphic image of a free S- 
module. 
4. INJECTIVE S-MODULES 
The purpose of this section is to show that Mod(S) has enough injectives. 
DEFINITION. ZS denotes the S-module defined by (ZS), = abelian group 
freely generated by the symbols (s), where s E S, s-5 = e with the operations 
defined by 
-f- c n&e), e, el E E(S) t-b=el 
eE E(S), s1 E S, n,EZ. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let J be an S-module. Then J is injective if and only ;f, for 
every S-submodule I of ZS, every S-morphism from I to J extends to an S- 
morphism from ZS to J. 
Proof. The “only if” part is obvious. Suppose that A is an S-submodule 
of an S-module B, and q5: A + J an S-morphism. By Zorn’s Lemma, we 
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find an S-submodule A, of B containing A and an S-morphism 4,, : A,, + J 
extending + which does not extend to an S-morphism $r : A, ---f J, 
for some S-submodule A, of B containing A,, properly. Suppose 
A, < B. Then there exists b E B\A, . Let C be the S-submodule of 
B generated by (A,, b} and suppose b E B, . Then C, = A, + (bs j s E S, 
S+eS =.f), f~ E(S). (By (a) we mean the trivial abelian group.) 
Define I = E(ZS) U {C n,(es) 1 SpleS =f,.f~ E(S), C n,bs E A,]. Then I 
is an S-submodule of ZS. Let or: I -+ A, be the S-morphism defined 
by (x:s-~es=f n,(es)) 01 = x:s-Ies=f n,bs. Then &, : I-+ J extends to an 
S-morphism #: ZS -+ J. This allows us to define an S-morphism x: C --f J, 
by (u + Cs-Ies=f n,bs) x = u#+, + C n,(es) 4, which is well-defined as 4 
extends q$, . Hence A, = B, and J is injective. 
THEOREM 4.2. Every S-module A can be embedded into an injective 
S-module. 
Proof. Let L be the direct sum of the S-modules (ZS), , 01 E Hom,(I, A), 
I running through all S-submodules of ZS, and (ZS), E ZS. The element 
of (ZS), corresponding to C n,Y,,(s) in ZS will be denoted by C ns,J~, a). 
Let K be the S-submodule of A @L generated by {(C n,,,(s) 01, 
-C n&s, a)) 1 C n,?,,(s) E I, 01 E Hom,(l, A), I an S-submodule of ZS}. Let 
D(A) = (A @ L)/K. Then a ---f (a, 0,) + K is an embedding of A into 
D(A): for suppose (a, 0,) E K, then -x8,, qa(x, a) = 0, , Cs,, n,,,(s) 01 = a, 
for suitable ns,ol EZ, a E A, , S-Q = e. But L, is an abelian group freely 
generated by the elements (s, a) hence ns,= = 0, for all pairs s, OL, whence 
a=0 C3’ Moreover, every 01 E Hom,(l, A) extends to an S-morphism 
&: ZS + D(A) by defining (s) cji = (0,) (s, a)) + K. Let v  be the least infinite 
ordinal whose cardinal is larger than that of ZS. We define D,(A) = D(A), 
De+l(A) = D(l),(A)), D,(A) = UUch D,(A), if h is a limiting ordinal. Then 
D,(A) is injective as, by the choice of Y, the image of every S-submodule I 
of ZS under any S-morphism 01: I -+ D,(A) is contained in some D,(A), 
/3 < V, and hence a: extends to an S-morphism a: ZS + D,+,(A) C D,(A). 
Moreover, A can be embedded into D,(A). 
Remark. The proof of this theorem copies exactly the construction of 
[4, p. 91. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF A COHOMOLOGY FUNCTOR ON MOD(S) 
This section is devoted to the construction of a cohomology functor H, 
from Mod(S) to the category of abelian groups which is characterized by the 
following properties: if A E Mod(S), then 
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(i) Hsi(fl) = 0, for i < 0, 
(ii) lid(J) = 0, if J is injective, i EZ, 
(iii) t1,O(A) z= (6: E(S) --f A / 8 a map with (es) s == (s-les) 6, e E E(S), 
s E S> and “pointwise” addition. 
Note that in the case where S is a group, lIs is just the ordinary cohomology 
functor. As Mod(S) has enough injectives, by the uniqueness theorem 
([6, p. 51) for cohomology functors on abelian categories, there exists at most 
one such functor on Mod(S). We will establish the existence of H by standard 
methods [6, p. 251: 
I,Enrltl 5.1 . I f  CLI and ‘23 are two abelian categories and Y: (11 - chain 
complexes over 23 an exact functor, then there exists a cohomological functor 
H from ‘II to 23 such that Hi(A) = ith homology of Y(A). 
LEMMA 5.2. If  P is a projective S-module, J an injective S-module, and 
0 --f A ---F B - C ---f 0 an exact sequence in Mod(S), then 
and 
0 ---f Hom,(P, -4) 4 Hom,(P, B) ---f Hom,(P, C) + 0 
0 ---f Hom,(C, J) --f Hom,(B, J) + Hom,(A, J) ---f 0 
are exact sequences qf abelian groups. 
Proof. This is true for any abelian category. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If  X is a chain complex of projective S-modules, then 
A - Hom,(X, A) is an exact functor from Mod(S) to the category of chain 
complexes over the category of abelian groups. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If  X is a projective resolution of B E Mod(S) then the 
cohomology functor arising from Lemma 5.1 is trivial on the injective S-modules 
in positive dimensions. 
Hence all we have to do, is to find B E Mod(S) such that Hom,(B, A) and 
HsO(A) as defined at the beginning of this section are naturally isomorphic. 
DEFINITION. By Z, we will denote the S-module defined by (Z,), g Z, 
the additive group of integers, whose elements are the integers labelled by 
e E E(S), such that 
12, + mf = (n t m),, , n,mEZ, e,fEE(S) 
nes r= ns-les , n EZ, efE(S), sES. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Hom,(Zs , A) E {S: E(S) + A / 6 a map with eSEA, 
and (es) s = (s-les) 6, e E E(S), s E S} and there is a natural isomorphism 
between these groups. 
Proof. Let 01 E Hom,(Zs , A) and denote the group on the right-hand 
side of G by AS. Define 0: Hom,(Zs , A4) + AS by e(o16 )= l,ol. Then 
WY E AS as [e,(&)] e2 == (1 ,,a) e2 = (leIe,) 01 = l,l,za: = (e,e,)(oiQ, and 
(ss-l)(cse) s = 1 ss-loIs = (1 ss-‘s) 01 = 1 s-Iss-ls~ = 1 s-1s~ = (s-ls)(~B). Define 
0-r: 4s --f Hom,(Zs , A) by n,(SF) = n(eS). Then n&SF) s = n(eS) s = 
n(s-les) 6 = ns-+J%F1) = (nes)(S&l). Hence 8-l E Hom,(Zs , A). Clearly, 
0 and 8-l are homomorphisms and are the inverses of one another. The 
naturality of 0 follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 5.6. There exists a cohomological functor, that we shall denote 
by Hs , from Mod(S) to the category of abelian groups satisfJ)ing conditions 
(i)-(iii). 
6. COMPUTATION OF Hsi(A) 
By the results of the previous section, we have to construct a projective 
resolution of Z, . Let T,(S) = (J eeE(S~ (T,(S)), be the E(S)-set defined by 
T,(S), = {[f, ~1 , sz ,.-., Si] 1 sls;l < f  E E(S), s&l < s;:ls,-l , Y = 2 ,...) i, 
silsi _ e, S,E s, r = l,..., ;> for i 3 1 and T,(S), = {[e] ( e E E(S)). 
B,(S) will denote the S-module freely generated by T,(S). Next we define 
S-morphisms ai : B,(S) + B,-,(S), i 3 1, by the values of the E(S) maps 
&: T,(S) --f B,_,(S): [f, s1 , sp ,..., sJ& 
= (If, s1 7 so ,..., St-11, Si) + C (-l)i-‘+l([f, Sl )**.y Sj-1Sj )***) Si], SilSi) 
j=2 
+ (-l)i([s;ls, , sa ,..., Si], s;q, for i>l. 
Moreover, we define an S-morphism E: B,(S) -+ Zs by the values of the 
E(S)-map El: T,,(S) + Z, : [e] C = 1, , e E E(S). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. . . * + B,(S) -A B,&,(S) -+ * .- + B,(S) -31 B,(S) 4zs 
is a projective resolution of the S module Z, . 
Proof. Let (LJ, = {([f, s1 ,..., si], t) / tt-l < s;lsi , t-9 = e, [f, s1 ,..., si] E 
Ti(S),q;l,z}, e E E(S); hence (I& generates B,(S), freely as an abelian group. 
Then& = UesEcS) (LJ, is an E(S)-set. We define E(S)-maps Gi : Li -+ B,+,(S), 
i > 0, by ([f, s1 ,..., si], t) Gi = ([f, s1 ,..., si , t], t-lt). Then ei extends 
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uniquely to an E(S)-map oi : B,(S) --f B,+,(S) such that (TV 1 (B,(S)), are 
group homomorphisms. Furthermore we define an E(S)-map T: Zs + B,(S) 
by B,T =m= n([e], e), e E E(S), then T 1 (Z,), are group homomorphisms. We will 
show: TE == idzs , ET + a,3, = idBocs) , t3ia,-l + ui8i+l = idBi(,) , i 3 1. 
Once these equalities of E(S)-maps are established, a standard argument 
[7, p. 1151 proves that --t&(S) +ai B,-,(S) --f ... ---f B,(S) +al B, -+< Zs + 0 
is exact. We have ler< = ([e], e) E = I, ; furthermore if ([f], s) E B,(S), 
then 
Ufl, S)(CT + %Q = ls-LfsT + ([f, sl, s-w, 
= ([sr’fs], s-yq + ([f], s) - ([s--Q], s-1s) 
= U.flt 4, as ss+ -5 f. 
Let ([f, s1 ,..., si], s) E B,(S). Then 
(Cf> $1 >..*> Si], s) aja,-l 
= ( [ f ,  ‘1 ) . “ ,  ‘i-11, sis)“i~l $- C (-l)i-j+l ’ ( [ f , . . . ,  Sj-1Sj ) . . . ,  Si], s)ai_l 
j=2 
= ( [ f ,  $1 , . . . ,  Si-1 ,  SiS], S-lS) + 1 (-l)i-‘+l([f,..., Sj-1Sj )...* Si ) S], S-IS) 
j=z 
+ (- 1 )i( [s;$ ) s:! ) . . . , si ) s], C’S). 
On-the other hand, 
([f, s1 3...7 sil, s, uiai+l = ([f, s1 7"') si I s], s-ls)ai+l 
= ( [ f ,  Sl > “ . ,  Silt $1 - w, s1 ,.‘., WI, s-w 
+ i (-l)i-j([f, . ..) sjplsj ,... , sj , s], s-Q). 
j=2 
Hence aiui-r + a,ai+l = idBz , Q.E.D. 
We may therefore use this resolution for computing Hi(A), for 
A E Mod(S). For practical purposes, however, we construct another reso- 
lution of Z, for the case where S has an identity element 1: 
Let Vi(S) = uBEers) Vi(S), be the E(S)-set defined by 
Vi(S), = ([sl ,...) si] 1 s, E S, r r I ,..., i, s;‘s;Jl .~;5~ .. si = ej , i>l 
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Ci(S) will denote the S-module freely generated by Vi(S), for i > 1, and 
C,,(S) = ZS. We need the following. 
LEMMA 6.2. If S has an identity element 1, then ZS is a free S-module. 
Proof. Let V,,(S), = QJ’ if e f  1, V,(S), = ([ I>, a one-point set. Then 
V”(S) = (JeGEtS) V,,(S), is an E(S)-set. We define an E(S)-mapA: V,(S) + ZS 
by [ ] x = (1). Then x extends uniquely to an S-morphism h from the 
S-module F which is free on V,,(S) to ZS. Conversely define a map 
p: ZS ---f F by (s) p = ([ 1, s). y  is an S-morphism, and X and p are inverses 
of one another. 
Next we define S-morphisms ai : Cd(S) --t C’-r(S), i 3 2 by the values 
of the E(S)-maps 
Fj: Vi(S) + CT-,(S): [sl ,..., & 
= ([Sl >...> Si&,]) ST21 . s;lsl . SielSi) 
+ j; (-l)i-i”([sl , . . . )  sj-1sj ) . . . )  $1, s;l ‘.. s;lsl . . .  Si) 
+ (-l)i-j”([sz ) . . . ,  $1, s;l . . .  s;lsl . . .  sJ; 
3, : C,(S) ---f C,(S) is defined by the values of the E(S)-map a1 : V,(S) -+ 
C,(S): [s] Jr = (s) - (S-Q), and E: C,,(S) + Z, by (s) E = 1,-l, . Again we 
prove 
PROPOSITION 6.3. +Ci(S) di Cipl(S) --f ... + C,(S) -4 C,,(S) ---tE 
Z, + 0 is an exact sequence of S-modules. 
Proof. As before. Let (IV&), = {([sr ,..., sJ, t) / tt-l < ST’ ... s;rsr ... si , 
t-9 = e}, where e E E(S), i > 1. Then (AZ& generates Ci(S), freely as an 
abelian group and n/ri = (JeEEcS) (&Q, is an E(S)-set. We define E(S)-maps 
ai : Mi + Ci+,(S), i > 1, by 
us1 ,*.., $1, t)& = ([Sl ,..., si ) t], t-ls;l ... s;lsl ... sit). 
Then G’i extends uniquely to an E(S)-map ui : Ci(S) + Ci+,(S) such that 
gi 1 Ci(S), are group homomorphisms. Additionally we define an E(S)-map 
u,, : C,,(S) + C,(S) by (s) go = ([s], s-9). Then o,, 1 C,(S), is a group 
homomorphism. Moreover T: Z, + C,(S) defined by n,T = n(e) is an E(S)- 
map such that T 1 (Z,), is a group homomorphism. Again it will be sufficient 
to show that 
TE = idzs , l 7 + q,4 = 6,(s) , i?p+, + 0$3~+~ = id, (S), i > 1. 
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The first identity is obvious. Let (s) E C,(S), then 
(s)(t7 -, ““i’,) :- l,,-ls’ + ([s], s ‘“)i’, 
-- (SK’S) -/- (s) - (So 1s) = (s). 
Let ([sr], sa) E C,(S), then 
([SJ, sJ(i;,u, -j-- qt&) 
=_ [(S&) - (s;1s1s2)]u” -I ([sl , S‘J, s~ys1s2)i’, 
2 ( [SlS2]) s&1s1s2) - ( [s;‘sls2]) s;ls;?slSZ) -I-- ( [sl], s;‘s1s2) 
-- ([.sl ) $1, s,ls,ls,s,) +- ([SJ, s;1s~1sls2) 
= ([sl], s2), as s&i :s s;‘.sl . 
Similarly, the general case holds. QED. 
For computational purposes, we will require more projective resolutions 
of z, : Let 
Wi(S), = ([sl ,..., si] I 1 f s, E S, r = l,..., i, s;l ‘.. s;‘sl ... si =~ el i ;, 1 
and Wi(S) == lJeaEcS) W,(S), . Then the E(S)-set W,(S) freely generates an 
S-submodule Ui(S) of C,(S). We put D,(S) = C,(S). If we define ai, ‘TV as 
before and put ([si ,..., si], s) = 0, , e = s-r s;?v;~ ... s;$ ... s,s, if s ~1: 1 
or one s, z 1, whenever this expression appears as an image of si-r or oiPl , 
then we obtain another projective resolution of Zs . 
Let X’,(S), = {[sl ,..., $1 / 1 f s, E s, 1 < Y < i, S&i ;; s;~llsj-l ) 2 < j < i, 
s;‘si = e}, i > 1 and X,(S) = UeeEtS) Xi(S), . Then the E(S)-set ATi 
freely generates an S-submodule B,(S) of Oi(S). We put .&(S) =- f),(S). 
Then Oi(S) ai C DiPI( D<(S) ui _C Di+,(S), i 2; 1. Also n,(S) o0 C ii,(S), 
as 
D,(S) 0” = D,(S) ‘To c Ill(S) = D,(S). 
Hence +-U,(S) -& ,!jel(S) ---f ... ---t ii,(S) +%I Do(S) +E Zs is a projective 
resolution of Z, . 
If we define cd(S) to be the S-submodule of C,(S) freely generated by 
I[% ,***, $1 j 5, E s, 1 < Y < i, sk E E(S) implies 
sfz-l~E i- s~-~ or s~.s~,.~ #x sk+l>, 
for i > 1, C,(S) = C,(S) and define i/, , oi as before, putting ([sl ,..., s&s) =O, , 
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e = s-ls;l ... s;‘sl ... sis, if ([si ,..., sJ, s) $ ci(S) whenever such an element 
appears as an image under a,+l or ui-r , we obtain another projective resolution 
+C,(S) -2; Cii-l(S) ---f ... + cl(S) 41 C,,(S) jt 2, over Mod(S). 
7. EXTENSIONS AND NS2(A) 
The first application of the cohomology theory for inverse semigroups 
which we have developed deals with the following problem: 
Let 4 be a semilattice of abelian groups and S an inverse semigroup. Find 
all inverse semigroups U such that there is an idempotent-separating homo- 
morphismj from U onto S with A C U and A = {u E U / uj E E(S)}. 
DEFINITION. (U, j) is called an extension of A by S. 
The answer to this problem is well-known for groups [5]. For inverse 
semigroups, papers by d’illarcao [3] and Coudron [2] have dealt with this 
question, but without the “structural” approach that was made so success- 
fully for groups. 
DEFINITION. Two extensions (U, j) and (c, j) of A by S are called 
equivalent if there is a homomorphism CL: U - U of inverse semigroups such 
that 
(i) p 1 A = id,., and 
(ii) pj = j. 
y$Yb,J . “ emg equivalent” is an equivalence relation on any set of extensions 
The-following lemma is well-known (see [IO]). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let (CT, j) be an extension of A by S and p: S + U a “trans- 
versal,” i.e., a map p such that pj = ids . Then every u E U can be written 
uniquely as (sp)a, s E S, a E A, such that (sp)-l(sp) = aa-I. 
Remark. That A is a semilattice of abelian groups, was not used in the 
proof. 
Let (U, j) be an extension of il by S, u E U, a E A. Then (u-lau) j = 
(uj)-‘(aj)(uj) E E(S), hence u-lau E A. As j is idempotent-separating and 
surjective, j j E(U) is an isomorphism from E(U) to E(S). But by definition 
of A, E(U) = E(A). Hence 0 = (j j E( U))pl is an isomorphism from E(S) 
to E(A). 
I f  al , a2 E A, u E U, then u-l(a,a,) u = up1ala2uu-1u == (u-lalu)(u-lazu) 
as uu-l E A and A is abelian. If  a E A, ui , u, E U, then (ulu&’ a(uluz) = 
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~;~(u;‘uui) u2 . I f  a t d, u E L’, uj~ E(S), then u E d, hence u-lau = a(uplu) -= 
a[(uj)(j i E(U)))‘]. I f  e E E(S) and u E U, then [u-l[e( j 1 ,Ec’(U))-~] u] j = 
(uj)-l e(uj) E E(S), hence u-‘[e( j 1 E( U))-l] u =- [(uj)-l e(uj)]( j / E(U))-‘. 
Suppose u, ui t U, uj = uij, then, by Lemma 7.1, u = (ujp) a, u1 = (uijp) al z= 
Mf) al, for some a, a, E A. Then, for 6 E il, we have 
urn lbu = upl[ujp]-’ b(ujp) a 
= (ujP)Ktif)-’ 4&)1-’ @@jp)Y 4d~)l[uj~)-1 = (ujp) 4uj~)Y, 
as A is abelian. Hence u-lbu does not depend on a whence u-lbu = u1 ‘bu, 
if uj =z uj. As j is surjective, we can make A an S-module by writing A 
additively and defining as =(sp)-l u(sp). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If  (U, j) and (U, j) are equivalent extensions of A by S, 
then the S-module structures of A arising from either extension me identical. 
Proof Let p: S--f U, p: S ---f (; be the maps such that pj = ,Gj = ids . 
Ifs E S, then there exist u E U, u t c such that sp = u, s/J: := U, and q = s = 
uj = z+j. Hence [u-~(u~)]~ = SC’S E E(S) which implies ti-l(up) E A. As j 
is idempotent-separating, we have i~ii-l = (u~)(u~))r. Hence uau-l = 
(uuu-l) = (up) a(up)-l = (up) a(up)-l Uu-l = (u~)(z+~)-~ Cati-l = UazF, as 
A is abelian. Q.E.D. 
The last proposition allows us to restate the extension problem: If A is an 
S-module, find all extensions (U, j) of A by S such that u-lau = u(uj), 
for all a E A, u E U. 
Another problem is to find all S-modules with some underlying semilattice 
A of abelian groups. One may call this a representation problem-but we will 
restrict ourselves to the extension problem. 
If (U, j) is an extension of A by S and p: S + U a map such that pj = id, , 
and s1 , s2 E S, then Kw)(s,p)l j = (vd P. Hence (slp)(s2p) = (mJ P[(s~ ,sd aI, 
by Lemma 7.1, where CL: S x S + A is a map such that (sr , sa) 01 E A,;I,;~~~~~ . 
Ifs i , se , sa E S, we compute (s,p)(s,p)(s,p) in two different ways: 
N~1P)b?P )I(%P) = KS14 PIK& “I(%P 1 
= KS1 9 4 PI(%P)(%P)-lKsl ,4 4%P) 
= [(V,%) P1KW.L 9 4 4(%PHh Y 4 4hPh 
on the other hand, 
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As both factorizations of (s,p)(s,p)(s,p) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.1, 
we obtain, in additive S-module notation: 
(3 > s.J OlSQ - (sl ) S&) a + (s1s2 , SJ a - (s2 , s3) a: == 0, , 
where e = s;~s~~s~~s~s~s~ . 
(7.1) 
Suppose (U, j) and (U, j) are two equivalent extensions of A by S, and 
p: U + U is a homomorphism such that p 1 A = idA and j == j. (G,,j) 
defines a map cy: S x S + A and (u, j) a map Cu: S X S --f 9 satisfying 
(7.1). Let p: S + C, j: S - U be maps with pj = jj = id, , and let s E S. 
Then, by Lemma 7.1, spp === sj)(sa) where j3: S - A is a map such that 
SP E &I, . I f  s1 , s2 E S, then [(s1s2) pl[(s, , 4 4 = (s,P)(s,P)[(s~ , 4 4 
whence 
KSlS2) Pdh > 4 4 = (SIPPWP) = ww)(s2P)(s2P) 
= ~~~rr~~~2P~~~~2P~-1~~,P~~~2~~l~~,P~ 
= (SlS2) ml 1 s2> ~l~~~~P~~1~~~~~~~2P~I~~2P~~ 
On the other hand, 
I(v2) PPIKS, )d aI = Kv?J imw) PI h , 4 4 
As both factorizations of [(s1s2) pp][(sr , 2 s ) CX] satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 7.1, we obtain, in additive S-module notation: 
(Sl Y SJ @. - (s1 , S$) u: = (SlP)S2 - (S&) P t szp. (7.2) 
Before interpreting equations (7.1) and (7.2) in terms of cohomology, we 
need the following construction: Let S be an inverse semigroup. Define 
S* = S u {I}, where Z is a symbol and Z $ S. On S we define a multipli- 
cation * by: 
Sl *  $2 - SlS2 > if sr , sa E S, 
s*I=I*s=s, if s E S’. 
This definition makes S’ an inverse semigroup with identity I containing S 
such that the maximal subgroups of S are those of S and the trivial group {I). 
For A E Mod(S), we construct an S’-module A” as follows: A0 = A u (O,), 
where 0, is a symbol. A0 becomes an Y-module containing A by defining 
an addition +: 
a, + a2 = a, + a2 1 if a, , a2 E A 
a + 01 = 0, + a = a, if a E &4O 
and Y-action 0: 
uos = as, if UEA, s E s, 
aoI=a, if a E A”, 
010s -0 s-1s ’ if s E S. 
481;3j/I-J-19 
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In order to avoid proliferation of operation symbols, u-e will write and --1 
for the operations on S’, and +, for the S’-module operations on As. 
Let ... ---f D,(V) 43 DZ(Sl) 42 Dr(S’) -+a~ D,(Z) +E Z,, by the projec- 
tive resolution ofZ,,, in blod(S”). W e compute a3 and a,: if [sr , s2 , s3] E W,(9), 
then 
If [sr , sp] E W,(Y), then 
[Xl , &s = ([SJ, s;lslsz) - ([S&1, s,ysIs2) -2 ([&I], s;ls;lslsz). 
We note that Wi(S’), = G as S’ has I as its only unit. Hence, for an! 
A E Mod(S), Homsr(Di(5”), A”) can be identified with the group 
of all E(S)-maps from Wi(S’) to A”. Zi induces homomorphisms 
a,,*: Homsr(Di(S1), A”) --f Homs,(Di,-,(S1), A”) and H$(AO) = ker ?$+r/im ai*. 
Hence, for i = 2, ker as* is just the group of all mappings 01 satisfying (7.1) 
whereas im a,* is the group of all mappings K S x S --f A with /3: S - A, 
sp E A,+, satisfying (sJ3) sZ - (slsZ) p + s$ = (sr , se) 01. Hence Eq. (7.2) 
means that 01 - CU E im a,*. We summarize our results in the following. 
PROPOSITIOX 7.3. Each equivalence class of extensions of A by S determines 
an element of H$(AO). 
Xow let a E ker a,* and U = ((s, a) 1 s E S, a E A, (S-Q) f3 = aa-l}. 
Then ol: S x S + A is a map satisfying (7.1) and if we define a multipli- 
cation on c’by (sl , ul)(sg , al) = (slsZ , (sl , s$) 01 + alsz + a,), then Eq. (7.1) 
shows that U is a semigroup. Furthermore E(U) = ((e, -(e, e) a: 1 e E E(S)). 
I f  e, , e2 E E(S), then (e, , -(el ,e,) a)(e2 , -(e, , e,) a> = (eled , (e, , e,) ~1 - 
([eZ , e,], e,e,). Hence the idempotents of E(U) commute. Finally we show 
that (s, u) has (s-l, -(ss-I, sspl) a: - (s, s-1) N - as-r) as its inverse. We have 
(s, a)(srl, -(ssr’, ss-1) 3( - (s, s-1) o! - as-l 
= (ss-1, ss-1) oI)(ss-1, -(ss-1, ss-1) ci)(s, u) 
== (s, (SC’, s) cx - (ss-1, ss-1) 0i.s + u). 
But O,T .I5 _ ([ss+, ss-l, s], s-9) aa = ([ss-l, ss-l], s) - ([ss-l, s], s-Q). Hence 
(s, a) = (s, (ss-l, s) OL - (ss~l, ss-l) 01s + u). Further (s-r, -(ss-l, ss-l) DI - 
(s, s-l) a - as-l)(s, u) : (s-Q, (s-l, s) a: - (ss-l, ss-l) as - (s, s-l) as) and 
(s-Is, (s-1, s) CY - (ss-1, ss 1) KS - (s, s-1) cl!s)(s-1, -(SK1, ss-1) a - (s, s-1) cl! - 
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as-l) = (s-1, (s-9, s-1) Q: + (s-1, s) as-1 - (ss-1, ss-1) a - (s, s-1) a - 
(xl, ss-l) a - (s, s-l) a - us-l). But 
OS,_, = {([s-l, s, s-l], ss-1) $- ([s-l, ss-1, ss-I], ss-l)]il, 
= ([s-l, s], s-1) + ([s-Q, s-l], ss-1) - ([s, s--l], ss-1) - ([a-1, ss-11, ss-1). 
This proves that (s, u) has an inverse. Hence U is an inverse semigroup. 
Let j: U - S be defined by (s, a)i = s, then j is a homomorphism and is 
idempotnent-separating; (s, a)i E E(S) if and only if s E E(S). Let 
B = {(e, a) 1 e E E(S), (e, a) E U} and define a map V: A --f A by 
uv = (P, a - (e, e) a), for a E A, . I f  b E A,, f~ E(S), then 
(av)(bv) = (e, a - (e, e) a)(f, b - (f,f) 01) 
= (4, (e,f) 01 - (e, 4 a: - (f,f) 01 + a + b) 
whereas (a + b) v  = (ef, a + b - (ef ef) a). But 
O,, = {([e,f, efl, ef> - 0, efl, ef) - U,f, 4 ef)> a3 
= ([e,fl, 4) + (M efl, $1 - k el, ef) - KLfl, ef). 
Hence (a + b) v  = (uv)(bv) and v  is a homomorphism from A to 3. Clearly 
v  is bijective, thus A g A as semilattices of abelian groups. Finally, 
(us) v  = (s-les, as - (s-les, s-les) OI), for a E A, and 
= (s-l, -(ss-l, ss-‘)a - (s, s-l)a)(e, a - (e, e)a)(s, Osml,) 
= (s-l, (s-l, e)ct - (ss-l, ss-l) ale - (s, s-l) ae - (e, e)a $ a)(~, O,5-l,) 
= (s-les, (s-le, s)a + (s-l, e) us 
- (ss-l, ss-‘) ales - (s, s-l) @es - (e, e) as + us) 
= (s-les, us - (s-la, s-les)cx), 
as 
y = { ([s-le, s], s-les) + ([s-l, e], es) - ([s-l, s-l], es) 
- ([s, s-l], es) - ([e, e], s) +([s-les, s-les], s-les)} E ker a, , 
whence y  = za, for some z E Da(P) and therefore ya: = (x8,) oi = 
z(cd3”) = 0,-l,, . 
Thus from each ol: S x S ---f A which satisfies (7.1), arises an equivalence 
class of extensions of A by S. 
Now we show that if a: E ker 2,” and /3: S -+ A4 is a map satisfying s/3 E A,j mIs , 
then 01 and II: + /Ia,* yield equivalent extensions. 
Define a map p: U --f Ur by (s, a) p == (s, a - s/3), where Uis the extension 
determined by ti and U, the extension arising from 01 + /38,*. The properties 
of 8, and the definition of p ensure 
(i) (e, a - (e, e) a) p = (e, n - (e, e)(0l + @,*j), for a E A,, , 
(ii) p is a homomorphism, 
(iii) (s, a) and (s, u) p have the same projections in S. 
Hence U and U, are equivalent. 
Summing up, we have constructed a map q:{equivalenceclassesof extensions 
of A by Sj- --f I$$(AO) and a map 5 in the opposite direction. 
One finds easily that 7 and 5 are inverses of one another. Hence 
TNEOKEM 7.4. If S is an inverse semigroup and 9 an S-module, then the 
set of equivalence classes of extensions of A by S is in one-to-one corsespondence 
with the ubeliun group Hir(AO). 
THEOREM 7.5. Each extension of A by S is uniquely determined by a map 
6: X;(S) --t A satisfying (7.1), where X,(S) = {(sl , s2) 1 s1 , sp E S, s&1 < s;~s,~, 
z.e., any two maps 01~) 01~ from 5’ x S to A satisfying (7.1) and extending 
~5, determine equivalent exfensions, and 6 always extends to 01: S x S - A 
satisfying (7.1). 
Proof. Let 
D(S): zs +-c- D,,(S) t’L D,(S) 22- D,(S) - .” 
be the two projective resolutions of Z, in Section 6. D(S) is a subcomplex of 
I)(S), hence there is a chain transformation L from D(S) to D(S) which is the 
inclusion map in each dimension. By the comparison theorem there exists 
a chain transformation x: D(S) --f D(S) lifting idzs . Hence LX: D(S)s-+ B(S) 
is a chain transformation lifting idzs , and LX and idD(,) are chain homotopic. 
illoreover, we may choose x such that [s] x = [s], s E S, i.e., x is the identity 
in dimension 1. 
AS IX and idDcs) are chain homotopic, there exist S-morphism 
.~~ 
<: D(S) --> D(S), i > 0, such that LX - idBcs) == (8 + 0’5. Let & be a map from 
X’,(S) to A satisfying (7.1). Define o(: S x S + A by 01 = x(idDz(s) - a,%) Cu. 
Then a: satisfies (7.1) as a,ol = aax&? - ~&~G = x3@, and 8,~: IS the zero- 
morphism. 
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Furthermore 
as LX is the identity in dimension I. Hence 01 extends & Let 01~ , 01~ be extensions 
of 2, satisfying (7.1). Then ol = ~olr = cola . As XL: D(S) - D(S) is a chain 
transformation lifting idz ,~, there exist S-morphisms 7: Oi(S) --j Oi+,(S) 
such that xL - i&.) = Ta + av. But x(u = xlac, = oIy + rla3a, + axrlolr = 
01~ + &,(na,), Y = 1, 2. Hence a2 - 01~ = &[~(~r - CX~)]. Thus 01~ and 01~ 
determine equivalent extensions, by Theorem 7.4. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The condition that x is the identity in dimension 1, shows that 
one can take 5: Iri,(S) - D,(S) to be the zero morphism. The same condition 
implies that x: D2(S) + D,(S) may be defined by 
= ([Sl ) s;ls1s2], s;ls;ls1s2) - ([s .s s-is-is s ] s-ls;ls1s2) 12P2 1 123 2 
-t ([x2 , s;1s;‘s1s2], s;‘s;lsls*). 
Hence we have 
(sl , s2)z = (sl ) s;ls1s2)!s - (s1s2 , S&-‘SISa)a + (sg ) S;1S;1S1S2)a. 
If  we remember that (s r , sa) 01 = [(s1s2) p]-i(sip)(sap) and substitute this into 
formula (7.3), we obtain a direct proof of Theorem 7.5. Such a proof, however, 
would have looked accidental and would not have revealed the chain homo- 
topies responsible for this result. 
8. ENDOMORPHISMS OF SEMILATTICES OF GROUPS 
Let G be a semilattice of groups. Then, in general, the semigroup End G 
of endomorphisms of G is not an inverse semigroup. 
DEFINITIOS. 01 E End G is relatively invertible if there exists a E End G, 
enr E E(G) such that 
(i) g&. :L ge, , for all g E G, 
(ii) @a: = g(e,a), for all g E G, 
(iii) e,ol is a right identity on Gal, e, is a right identity on G&. 
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The set of all relatively invertible endomorphisms of G will be denoted by 
end G. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. end G is an inverse semigroup and there is an isomorphism 
T: B(G) + E(end G) with g(eT) =- ge. 
PYOO~. Let a, p E end(G), and g t G. Then g@% = [(gcx) e,] iu = 
(golol)(e@) 2: ge,(e@). Further 
Also 
whereas (g/&) e,(e@) = (g/&)(e@) = ((gp) e/3) ~2 z g/%. Hence +i3 t end G. 
By definition of end G, ol5ol = 01, &a& = 31, for a: E end G, and ? E end G. 
Let 01 E E(end G), then WY = a: implies (&I!)(&) = <2*, hence 5 E E(end G). 
Moreover, gal = g&a = g(a&)(&) = geiy(eaol). Hence 01 E E(end G) if and 
only ifgol z ge, for some e E E(G). Define 7: E(G) ---f E(end G) byg(e7) = ge. 
Obviously 7 is an isomorphism of semilattices. 
DEFINITION. o( E end G is called a relatively inzertible inner endomorphism 
of G if gal =: h-lgh, for some h E G and all g E G. The set of all relatively 
invertible inner endomorphisms will be denoted by in G. 
Remark. By a kernel normal system K of an inverse semigroup 5’ we shall 
mean an inverse subsemigroup K of S with E(K) = E(S) and srlks E K, 
for all s E S, k E K. This is a slight modification of the definition in [l]. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let G be a semilattice of groups. Then 
G) in G is a semilattice of groups under composition, 
(ii) in G is a kernel normal system of end G, determining an idempotent 
separating homomorphism of end G, 
(iii) Z(G) = {z E G I xg = gz, f or g t G) is the kernel normal system 
of an identity separating homomorphism from G onto in G. 
Proof. Define X: G - in G, by g(kh) = h-*gh. Obviously, hh E in G, 
for every h E G, hence h is surjective. As (h,h;‘) g(h,h,) = h;‘(h;‘gh,) hz , 
X is a homomorphism. Let e, , e2 E E(G), then e;‘ge, = e;‘ge, , for all g E G, 
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implies e, = eaei = e2 hence X is idempotent separating. Let h-lh-igkh = 
h-lgh, for all g E G, then h-ighh-lk = h-Vzg, that is gh = hg, for all g E G, 
whence h E Z(G). Conversely if h E Z(G), then h-V-lghh = h-l(h-53) gh = 
(h-Vzh-l)gh = h-lgh whence hh E E((~R G). Thus (i) and (iii) hold. Let 
(Y E end G, hh E in G, g E G, theng&(hX) 01 = (h-l(gol) h) 01 = (h-la)(g&)(hol) == 
(h-h) g(e,ol)(hol) = g[(e,h) &I. Hence E(hh) (Y E in G, and in G is a kernel 
normal system for an idempotent separating congruence. 
Remark. As usual, the image of the idempotent separating homo- 
morphism end G determined by in G will be denoted by end G/in G. 
9. EXISTENCE OF EXTENSIONS 
Let G be a semilattice of (not necessarily abelian) groups and S an inverse 
semigroup. A pair (U, j) consisting of an inverse semigroup U and a homo- 
morphismj: U + 5’ such thatj is idempotent separating, surjective and has G 
as its kernel normal system, is called an extension of G by S. If  (U, j) is another 
extension of G by S, we say (U, j) and (u,?) are equivalent if there is a homo- 
morphism p: U + 0 such that p 1 G = idc and p. = j. As for abelian G, 
“being equivalent” is an equivalence relation on any set of extensions of Gby 5’. 
We note that V: U + end G, g(uv) = up’gu is an idempotent separating homo- 
morphism, and if uj = uzj, ui , ua E U, then, by Lemma 7.1, u2 = u,h, for some 
h E G with u;‘ui = hh-l. Hence uzv = (u,h) v  = (u,v)(hv), thus uiv and uzv are 
mapped to the same element of end G/in G under the idempotent separating 
homomorphism determined by in G. Hence every extension (U, j) determines 
a map #: S --f end G/in G, and # is an idempotent separating homomorphism 
because uij = s1 , upj = s2 , uj = slsz , u, uluz E U implies uluz = ug, for 
some g E G with u-lu = gg-l, by Lemma 7.1. We will call z,b the abstract 
kernel of (U, j). Let p: S + U be a map with pj = id, abd E(S) p C E(U). 
Then spv E end G represents s# E end G/in G, epv E &end G), for e E E(S), 
and (ep)(spv) = (sp)-l(ep)(sp) = (s-les) p as (sp)-l(ep)(sp) E E(U). 
If  si , sp E S, then (sip)(sap) = [(slsB) p][(s, , s2) a], for some map 
01: S x S ---f G with [(slsz) p]-l[(srsJ p] = [(sl , sa) a][(.ri , Q) a]~‘, Associa- 
tivity of LT implies 
Both sides of this equation satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.1, hence 
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Also, as v: U 4 end G is a homomorphism, we have 
(SlPV)(%PV) z [W Pm1 , %I 4. (9.2) 
We note that gv =~: gX, the relatively invertible inner automorphism of G 
induced byg. As e t E(U) if e E E(S), epv E E(end G). Even more, as ep E E(G), 
0 = p 1 E(S) is an isomorphism from E(S) to E(G) and epv = e8h. The 
equations (ep)(ep)(sp) == (ep)(sp) and (sp)(ep)(ep) = (sp)(ep), s E S, e E B(S), 
yield (e, es) O! = (spres) 0, (se, e) CY = (es-Q) 0. (9.3) 
The following theorem is essentially Coudron’s result [2]. 
THEOREM 9.1. Given a semilattice G of gyoups, an inverse semigroup ,S, 
an isomovphism 8: E(S) ---F E(G), a map 4: S --) end G, and a map 
01: S x S --f G satisfying 
(i) e$ = (e0) A, the element of in G induced by e, 
(ii) (e, es) n: = (s-les) 0, for e E E(S), (se, e) a: = (es-%) 0, for e E E(S 
(4 Kslsz ,4 4k , s2) 4&)1 = KS1 ,s2sd 4b2 j 4 4 
(iv) Nsl j ~3 4 E G(S;1S;1~I~2)8 , 
(4 (w%+) = KS14 dlKs1 9 4 4, 
(vi) (eO)(s+) = (s-les) 19. 
Then the set U = {(s, g) / s E S, g E G, (SC’S) 0 =:: ggg’> becomes an inverse 
semigroup under the multiplication de$ned by 
(Sl 3 g&2 ‘$5) = (sl% 9 KS1 3 4 4kd%+)l .&!I. 
(s, g) j = s de$nes an idempotent separating, surjective homomorphism j: U - S, 
and gK = ((gg-l) I’?~, g) an injective homomorphism K: G - U. Identifying G 
with GK, (U, j) is an extension of G by S. 
Proof. Associativity follows from (iii), (iv), and (v). E(U) = ((e, eti) / 
e E E(S)} by (i) and (ii). An inverse of (s, g) is (s-l, g-l(s++)[(s, s-r) a]-‘) by 
(i)-(vi), putting sr = s, sx = s-l, ss = s in (iii). The idempotents of U 
commute, by (i), (iii), and (vi), putting, in (iii), sr = sp = e, E E(S), 
sa = e2 E E(S), then s, = e, , s2 = e2 , sa = ere, , and then sr = e2 , sr = e, , 
sa == e1e2 . j is obviously idempotent separating and surjective, by (i) and 
(iii), K is a homomorphism, and K is injective. The kernel normal system for 
j is GK, by definition of j. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let (O,?) be an extension of G by S z&h abstract kernel 
4: S --f end G/in G, y: end G/in G ---f end G a map with E(end G/in G) y  C 
E(end G), k: end G ---f end G/in G the idempofent separating, surjective homo- 
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morphism associated with the kernel normal system in G, and yk = identity 
on end G/in G. Then if 4 = #y, (U,?) is equivalent to an extension (U, j) 
described in Theorem 9.1. 
Proof. I f  V: u --f end G is the homomorphism defined by g(Ev) = E-‘gii, 
then we can define a map p: S + 0 with pj = id, such that spv = s$. 
(u,j) determines a map ol: S x S + G satisfying (9.1), (9.2), (9.3). Hence 
a satisfies (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) of Theorem 9.1 with pi = 4, and 4 satisfies (i) 
and (vi). Hence a and 4 determine an extension (U, j) of Theorem 9.1. Now 
define p: U+ 0 by (s,g) p = (sp)g. Then p is a homomorphism, by the 
definition of the product in U. If  g E G, then ((gg-‘) B-l, g) p z= gg-ig =y g, 
and (s, g) 1 = [(sp) g] j = s = d. Hence (0; j) and (a, I) are equivalent. 
Q.E.D. 
Now suppose that 4: S + end G/in G is an idempotent separating homo- 
morphism. As in Theorem 9.2, define y: end G/in G --L end G to be a map 
with E(end G/in G) C E(end G), k: end G - end G/in G, the homomorphism 
determined by the kernel normal system in G, such that yk is the identity 
on end G/in G, and let 4: S -+ end G be the map $ = #y. Suppose 
(eO)(s$) = (s-les) 6. We say 4 is a transversal for #. Then 
W)(%~) = [(SlSZ) CNSI Y %4 4, (9.4) 
where cu: S x S -+ G is a map and h: G --f in G is defined, as before, by 
g(hh) = h-lgh, and (sisa) 01 E G,q;lS;lslSZ . Putting si = e E E(S), sa = es, we 
find 
(4 + = [(es) $1 [(ej 4 4 t 
hence (e, es) aX E E(in G). Therefore we may put (e, es) 01 = (s-les) 8. 
Similarly, put (se, e) 01 = (es-%) 8. We compute (s,+)(s,+)(s,~) in two different 
ways: 
(MN%M%&l = (V#)K%%) m* 3 4 4 
= KSlWJ ml Y & 4N% T 4 4 
By the proof of Proposition 8.2, 
hWlh 3 4 ~IhC) = [es& j 44cd)~~ 
but esP, = (sas;l) 8, as k is idempotent separating. Further [(s&l) O](&) = 
%d, as (s&l, sa) 01 = (s;%.J 8. Hence [(slsE , sa) ~][(si , sJ a(~&)] and 
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KS1 > w3) 4bz ? sJ a] have the same image under X: G---f in G by Lemma 7.1. 
As Z(G) is the kernel normal system for X, there exists a map /3: S >’ S :., 
S - Z(G) such that 
and (sr , s2 , s3) /3 E Z(G), , e = s;~s~~s~~s~s~s~ . Let e E E(S) and put sr = e, 
s2 == es, , then (e, es2 , ss) p = (s;1s;1es2sa) 0; if si = s,e, s2 =y e, s3 -7 es3 , 
then (sic, e, esa) ,8 == (s;1es;1s1s3) 0; if s2 :: s2e, sa :: e, then (sr , s,e, e) /3 = 
(esg1s;1s1s2) 8, using (se, e) 01 = (es-ls) 8, (e, es) 01 = (s-les) 0. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let $1 S --t end G/in G be an idempotent separating homo- 
morphism. Then Z(G) becomes an S-module if zae u;rite Z(G) additive&, 
0: E(S) s E(G), and define 
where q5 is a transversal fey $ and (eO)(sqS) ::= (srles) 8. Any two such transversals 
for 4 determine the same S-module structure of Z(G). 
Proof. Let x E end G, u” E Z, g E G. Then, using the definition of end G, 
&xl -- &x)kkx) 
= .de,x)(~x) 
= (gx) xkx) 
~-: k?) 4 x 
= [4ga)l x 
= (~XKaX) 
-- (xx) gkx) 
72 (zxkx) g 
== (q)g. 
Hence Z(G) is invariant under end G, hence z(sq4) E Z(G). That Z(G) is then 
an S-module, is straightforward. Let 4, , 4, be two transversals for $. Then 
s& = (s&)(gh) for someg E G with SF% = ggm~l. Hence z(s&) mm= x(s&)(gh) 
g-?z(s$,)g = z(s$J(g-rg) = z(s+,)(gg-1). I f  z E Z(G), , then z(s&) g Z(G),sml,, 
and gg-l = s-9 acts as a right identity- for the elements of Z(G),-+, . Hence 
z(s&) = z(.+J, for all z E Z(G), s E S. Q.E.D. 
Every 01 E Hom,,(C,(S’), Z(G)O) can he regarded as a map from 
S x S x S to Z(G)O as I is the identity of SI and hence cannot appear in 
any [sr , s2 , sa] of the fret generating set for Ca(Y). As neither [e, es, , sa], 
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[v 7 e, %I, nor [sl , s,e, e], e E E(S) are in Ca(S’), the elements of 
Hom,l(Ca(S’), Z(G)O) are in one-to-one correspondence with all those maps 
01: S x S x S + Z(G)O which satisfy: (e, esa , sa) 01, (s,e, e, esa) 01, and 
(Sl , 2 > s e e) 01 are idempotents. Referring to such maps, we will identify them 
with the corresponding 3-cochains of S in Z(G)O. We have thus shown 
LEMMA 9.4. Let #: S --j end G/in G be an idempotent separating homo- 
morphism such that, for one (and hence for every) transversal 4 for 4, we have 
(eO)(s$) = (s-les) 8, for e E E(S). Then every transversal 4 for $ determines 
an element /3* E Hom,,(Ca(S’), Z(G)O) and Z/J is the abstract kernel for an 
extension of G by S if and only if& is the zero-homomorphism for some trans- 
versal (b for 4. 
LEMnsrA 9.5. L%der the hypothesis and with the notation of Lemma 9.4, 
/3* E ker Zq*, for all transversals + for C/J. Here a,*: Hom,,(Ca(S), Z(G)O) ---f 
Hom,l(CA(Sf), Z(G)O) is, as usual, the homomorphism induced by 
a4 : c,(sq + C,(9). 
Proof. We do not go into detail as the proof is a repetition of [7], IP, 
Lemma 8.4. The idea is to express 
L = (SlS2% > %) 4SlS2 T s3) 4(Sl 9 s2) 4%4Ms44) 
in two ways, first by using formula (9.5) repeatedly, beginning with 
Us1 ,s2) 4&& Then 
L = (Sl > s2s3d 01 . (s2 ,3%) fx . (WP) 01 . (s2 > %I 9 s4) B 
. ($1 > w3 9 SJ P . (Sl > s2 3 s3) PM). 
Using formula (9.4) first, to evaluate (sa+)(s&), we get 
L = (s1s2s3 I %) O1 ’ @Is2 ? ‘3) oI(s4+) ’ b3 > %) +’ 
. (Sl 3 s2) 4s3s.4) 4 . (SE3 7 s& 
and then applying formula (9.5) to get rid of all terms involving 4, we obtain 
L = (51 , s2v4) 01 . (s2 7 s3s4) 01 . (s3 9 s4) 01 * @IS2 , s3 3 s4) P . (Sl , s2 , s3s‘J p. 
As in both expressions for L, both the product of the terms involving 01, 
and the product of the terms involving ,8 are in the same maximal subgroup 
G E , e = s~1s~1s~1s;1s1s~s3s4 , we can cancel the a-terms. Writing the p-terms 
additively, and observing that z(s+) = xs, z E Z(G), s E S, if Z(G) is regarded 
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as an S-module, we find that (sr , s2 , sa) ,I’%~ - (sl , s2 , s,s,) ,2 -:- (sr , s2s3 , sq) /3 - 
( s1s2 , s3 , s4) /3 - (s2 , sg , sg) /3 E E(Z(G)), hence /3 E ker 2,“. Q.E.D. 
The subsequent two lemmas are again adaptations of [7], IV, Lemmas 8.5 
and 8.6. 
LEMMA 9.6. Under the hypothesis and with the notation of Lemma 9.4, 
a change of 01 in (9.5) produces, for fired 4, an element /3’ E ker a4* such that 
F-P E im l$*. 
Proof. Let CX’: S x S -+ G be another map satisfying (9.5) with 
(e, es) 01’ E E(G), for e E E(S). As 
are in the same maximal subgroup of in G, there is 
(S 1 > 4 a’ = KS1 t 4 4h 7 4 71 (9.6) 
such that (sr , sp) 7 E Z(G),;I,;I,~~,~~ , and (se, e) r, (e, es) 7 are elements of 
E(Z(G)), for e E E(S). Substitution of (9.6) into (9.5) yields: 
In additive S-module notation, this means 
(Sl ) s2 > %)(P’ - P) = (Sl > S? > 4 93T. 
Hence ,B’ - /3 E im 8,“. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9.7. Under the hypothesis and with the notation of Lemma 9.4, 
a change of the transversal + for # admits a choice for a new N‘ replacing in, 
such that /3 E ker a4* remains unchanged. 
Proof. Let 4’ be another transversal for 4 with e+’ t E(end G). Hence 
s~j’ = : (s$)(s$), where 7: S - G, such that eq E E(G) and (s~)(s~))r m: (~-1s) 0. 
Then 
On the other hand, 
hence (a?) 4 = (w?) ~‘&-lSZ) 71-l A. 
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Hence 
Now choose 01’: S x S ---f G by 
Then, for e E E(S), s E S, we have 
(se) T(se, e) ci’ = (se) 7. 
As all three elements are in Gces-ls)B , we have (se, e) 01’ = (es-%) 8. Similarly 
(e, es) 01’ --_ (s-ies) 0. We substitute 01’ into formula (9.5). Using formulae (9.4) 
and (9.7), we find that 01’ determines the same /3 E ker ah* as 01. Q.E.D. 
Summarizing we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 9.8. Let G be a semilattice of groups, S an inverse semigroup, 
6: E(S) g E(G), 4: S + end G/in G an idempotent separating homomorphism 
such that C/J has a transversal qb with (e/3)($) = (s-les) 8, for all e E E(S). Then 
4 determines an element /3’ of Hir(Z(G)O) rf we regard Z(G) as an S-module 
via zs = x(sb). Then #I is an abstract kernel of an extension of G by S if and 
only af p’ = 0. 
Proof. I f  # is an abstract kernel, then (9.1) shows that /3’ = 0. Conversely, 
let 4 satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem and ,6’ = 0. Then ZJJ has a trans- 
versal + which determines 01 and j? E im a3* satisfying (9.5). Then there exists 
Y: s x s - Z(G) with h ,4 Y E Z(G)s;1s;1,71s9 
(3 9 s!2 1 sd P = = (Sl > 4 Y(s,+) . [(Sl , S&) y]-’ (S& ) sg) y . [(s* , SJ y]-1 
and (se, e) y, (e, es) y  are idempotents, if e E E(S). Let 01’: S x S + G be 
defined by (sr , SJ 01’ = (sr , SJ 01[(si , sa) r]-l. Then (sr , s2) ol’h = (sr , sa) o~X, 
as (sr , s2) y  E Z(G), hence [(si , sa) ~1-1 h =: (s;~s;~s~sJ oh. Also (se, e) 01’ and 
(e, es) a’ are idempotents, if e E E(S). Hence 4 and 01’ satisfy(i)-(vi) of 
Theorem 9.1, therefore by Theorem 9.2, Z,/I is an abstract kernel. 
COROLLARY 9.9. Let G be a semilattice of groups with Z(G) = E(G), S an 
inverse semigroup, 0: E(S) E E(G), and 4: S 4 end G/in G an idempotent 
separating homomorphism with a transversal 6 satisfying (eO)(s$) = (s-les) 0, 
for all e E E(S). Then 1) has a transversal 4 which together with a map 
ol: S x S + G determines an extension of G by S, where (s1$)(s2+) = 
KS14 $1 KS1 , 4 aXI, i.e., 54 01 satisfy (i)-(vi) of Theorem 9.1. 
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Proof. I f  Z(G) :~-: E(G), then H’$(Z(G)O) = 0, hence any Q!J is an abstract 
kernel. 
Remark. Theorem 9.8 does not tell us under what conditions 4 exists, 
with a transversal $ satisfying (e0)(s+) = (spies) 0, for all e E E(S) (see [2]). 
Not even if G is abelian can we obtain any information from cohomology 
theory. Certainly a necessary condition for the existence of such a II, is that 
Gtssml~O s G(, -Is)s , for all s E S. The main problem, however, is to find 
all semilattices G of groups for which the set of idempotent separating 
homomorphisms from S to end G/in G is nonempty, i.e., we are confronted 
with a representation-theoretical problem. Here we note a marked difference 
between inverse semigroups and groups: if G and S are groups, 5% 7~: class 
of id, , for all s E S, always gives rise to at least one extension of G by S, 
namely S x G. 
THEOREM 9.10. Let 4 be the abstract kernel of the extension (C, j) of G by S. 
Then H:,(Z(G)O) acts as a regular permutation group on the set of equivalence 
classes of extensions of G by S with abstract kernel 4. 
Proof. Let d, be a transversal of G by S, and 01: S x 5’ -F G a function 
satisfying conditions (i)-(vi) of Theorem 9.1. If  F, : Ca(S’) --) C2(S’) is the 
S’-morphism of Section 6 and 
6,*: Homsl(C,(S1), Z(G)“) 4 Hom,,(C,(S’), Z(G)“) 
the homomorphism induced by aa , then /3 E ker &* can be identified with 
a function /3: S x S + Z(G) with (sr , s.J /3 E Z(G)(s;ls;lS1,q~)B , (sre, e) /I 
and (e, es,) /3 are idempotents of Z(G), for e E E(S), and [(sr , sg) /3(s&)] . 
KS1 )w3) PI-1[(v2 ,%I Bl[(% ? 3 
of ac by 0~‘: S x S --f G, (sr , s; ‘k”‘-- 
l is an idempotent of Z(G). Replacement 
’ y_ [(si , sg) a][(sr , ss) /3] with + fixed, yields 
another extension as (s, , sJ ,8 iZ(G). If  p E im &*, where 8, : Cz(S1) ---f C,(Y), 
as usual, then a: and 01’ yield equivalent extensions, for a similar reason as in 
the abelian case. Hence l$$(Z(G)O) ac t s on the equivalence classes of extension 
of G by S with abstract kernel #. I f  01 and 01’ yield equivalent extensions, 
again an argument similar to the abelian case shows that /3 E im a2”, hence 
H$(Z(G)O) acts faithfully and fixed-point free. The transitivity of H$(Z(G)O) 
can be shown as follows: Let oc’, 4 satisfy (i)-(vi) of Theorem 9.1. By (9.4) 
and Lemma 7.1, 0tX = cz’X. Hence (sr , sa) ,8 == [(sr , SJ OI]-l[(sr , So) a] E Z(G). 
Then /3 E Hom,r(Cz(S’), Z(G)“). We show /!%a* is the zero-morphism. 
Substitute this equation into equation (iii) of Theorem 9.1 and use the 
fact that (si , sJ /3 E Z(G). Then 
[(sl 7 4 P(sdN(s~ > ~4 PI-’ . [(wz 7 4 Plb, > 4 PI-’ E E(Z(G)) 
which, in additive notation just means /?I E ker &*. 
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10. CONJUGATION AND COMPLEMENTATIOS 
Let S be an inverse semigroup and K(S) the kernel normal system of the 
maximal idempotent separating congruence. We know ([I, p. 701) that 
K(S) = {s e S 1 se = es, for all e E E(S)>. 
PROPOSITION 10.1. Let r Be a map from E(S) to K(S) satisfving 
(i) er E K(S), 
(ii) (err) ea = (e1e2) x, fey all e, , e2 E E(S). 
Then r n : s ---f [(ss-l) ~1-1 s[(s-ls) r] is an automovphism of S such that er, = e, 
for all e E E(S). 
Proof. Let sr , sg E S. Then 
(s1s2)7, = [(s1s2s;1s;1)7r]-1 s1s2[(s;‘s;‘s1s2)7r] 
= [(sls;1)7r]-1 s s s~ls-ls s s-5-5 s 122 1 122 1 12 [(s;1s2)?T] 
= [(s1s;')77]-l s,s,[(s,5,)~]. 
On the other hand, 
Hence 7, is an endomorphism. Furthermore, if e E E(S), then er, 2: 
(en)-l e(en) = e(er)-l(en) = e. Let t E S and s :== [(tt-l) ~1 t[(t-9) ~-1-l. Then 
-37 = [(tt-l) n]-l[(tt-l) T] t[(t-lt) r]-l[(t-9) T] = tt-ltt-9 == f. Hence 7, is 
surjective. Suppose for s, t E S, ST, := t7, . Then 
t = [(tt-1) ?r][(ss-1) n]-1 s[(s-1s) Tr][(t-9) n] 
Z tt-lss-l~.~~-lst-lt 
= tt-Q--Q; 
hence tt-l < st-9-l and Ft < s-ltt-ls ,< s-Q-9. Therefore t-9 < SC%, 
similarly tt-l < ss-l and, by symmetry, t-lt = s-ls, ft-’ = ss-l whence 
t = tt-lst-It = SS-~SS-% = s. Hence 7, is injective. Q.E.D. 
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I’ROPOSITIOh- 10.2. 
(a) L(S) =z {rr: E(S) + K(S) i err E K(S), , (ep) e2 = (qe,) T, 
.for all e, , e2 t E(S)) 
is a group under the multiplication 
~(7~~77~) (en,)(e.;r,) 
(b) In S’ 7~ .[T,, 1 r t L(S)} is a RYOUP of idempotent pTesetx+ng auto- 
morplzisms of S. 
(c) The map r--f 7, is a group homomorphism and In S e L(S)/Y(S), 
where Y(S) == (57 EL(S) [ s[(s-Is) x] = [(ss-‘) 571 s} 
(d) In S is a normal sut@oup of Aut S, the group of all automovphisms 
of s. 
Proof. (a) (e7rl)(e7r2) E K(S)e and (er~r)(er~J e2 =L (errI) ez(eIrz) e2 = 
[(ereJ ~r][(eIe2) xJ. Hence rIrrz E L(S). Clearly this multiplication is asso- 
ciative, e --f e is the identity of L(S), and e - (er)--l is the inverse of T. 
(b) and (c) T - T, is surjective and 
STTq~m _ = [(ss-‘)7-r,]-‘[(ss-‘)77,]-1 s[(.s-‘s)7Tl][(s-‘s)7r2] = sT,lr, . 
Furthermore [(ss-l) 7~]-l s[(s-ls) 7~1 = s is equivalent to 7 E Y(S). 
(d) Let 01 E Aut S, T EL(S), then 
SW%,a -7 {[(ss-1) a- ‘n]-~ysa-l)[(s-ls) a-%7] 
= : [(ss-1) 01~%701]-1 s[(s-1s) dm]. 
We have to show that oimka: EL(S). But eoI-%rcx E K(S),,-,a: = K(S), , and 
if e, , e2 E E(S), then 
(elcl-hm) e, = (e101-1m)(e20i-1ce) = [(ela-h)(e2a-‘)] 
=: [(elcl)(e,cl)] 57~ =: (ele,) a-%7-a. 
Hence 01. %,a =-y 7,-r,, t In S. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We note that there are two distinct notions which are both 
generalizations of the group of inner automorphisms, namely in G for semi- 
lattices G of groups and In S, for inverse semigroups in general. 
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DEFINITION. Let S be an inverse semigroup, G a kernel normal system in 
S and li an inverse subsemigroup of S such that 
S = UG, U n G = E(S). 
We say U is a complement of G in S. 
DEFINITION. Let U be an inverse subsemigroup of G and 71 E L(S). 
Then UT, is called a conjugate of U in S. 
PROPOSITION 10.3. If G is a kernel normal system of an inverse semigroup S 
and U is a complement of G in S, then every conjugate of U is a complement 
of Gin S. 
Proof. Let 7~ E L(S). Since S == UG, we have S = Srn = (Ur,)(Gr,) = 
(UT,,,) G as g E G implies 
e-v, = [kg-‘) +I gk-$3 4 = [(g-W nl-l gk-‘d 4 E G 
because G is a kernel normal system. U n G = E(S) implies E(S) = 
UT, n Grn = Urn n G. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 10.4. If U is a complement of a kernel normal system G in 
an inverse semigroup S, then S is an extension of G by U. 
Proof. Let s E S, then s = ug, u E U, g E G, hence s = (ugg-l)(u-lug). 
Define j: S --f U by sj = ugg-I. Then j is well-defined as (ugg-l)-l(ugg-l) = 
gg-lu-lu = (u-‘ug)(u-lug)-’ and Lemma 7.1 applies. Let s1 = urg, , 
s‘2 = U&z 3 u1 , ua E U, g, , g, E G, u;‘ul = g,g;‘, u;‘ua = gag;‘. Then 
(w)j = [@lW&w2)lj = wz = (s&d -1 -1 as u2 u1 uluz = u;lg,g;lu, = 
(u;lg,g,)(u,lg.,u,g,)-l. Hence j is a homomorphism, and is clearly surjective. 
Moreover, e E E(S) implies ej = e, and sj E E(U) if and only if s = eg, 
g E G, gg-l = e, i.e., s E G. Hence j is an idempotent separating homo- 
morphism with G as kernel normal system. 
11. AN INTERPRETATION OF H,' 
Suppose S is an inverse semigroup and A an S-module. ‘Ilie define an 
P-module A1 by A,l = A, , if e E E(S) 
iz,1 = I&,y,(A) == (6: E(S) + A 1 (e$)e, = (e,e,)S, 
for all e, , e2 E B(S), and e6 E A,} 
481/35/r-3/20 
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and a I 6 = a +- e6, for a E A, , al = a, for all a E -4l, 6s == (sspl) Ss, 
for s E S, extending the S-module structure of A. We verify quickly that .4l 
becomes an Y-module by this definition, and using the projective resolution 
c(V) -F?& ciPl(S”) - + ... - C’,(S’) ---f Z,I ---tE 0, we see that I$$(AO) : 
H$(Al), for i ;J 2. Moreover, ker 2?* can be identified with the group of 
all maps Al: S --z A such that SOI E A,sml, and (slol) sz -1 (s+Y) = (s1s2) il: while 
im a,* is the group of all maps 0~: S --+ A such that there exists some 
6 E H&.,(,4) with SOI = (SCl) 6s - (s-5) 8. 
THEOREM 11 .I. Let S be an inverse semigroup and A a kernel normal 
system in S consisting of abelian groups. If A is complemented in S, then In S 
acts on the set of complements of A in S by conjugation and the orbits of In S 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of Hkr(Al) where C is an)’ 
complement of A in S and A is regarded as a U-module as usual. 
Proof. Let U be a complement of A in S and F’ another such. Then 
u E 0’ can be written uniquely as u = v(uol)-l, v  E V, V-IV =:= (~a)-~(ucx), for 
some ua: E BUmI, . As V is a complement of A, every zi E V is of the form 
U(UOI), and a: is a map from C: to A with ~a: E A,-,, . Then ul(ulol) U~(U~OI) = 
u1u2[(u1uJ 011, for all u1 , uq E U. On the other hand ul(ulol) u,(u,~) = 
u~u~u;~(u~o~) u~(u~oI). Hence (uluz) 01 = [u;‘(u,~) u,](uza). In U-module 
notation this means that a: E ker 2 2*. The same computation in the opposite 
direction shows that an!; 01 E ker 22* gives rise to another complement 
r = {&A!) ; u E U} of A in S. Suppose that V = 017, , for some r E L(S). 
Define a map 6, : E(C) - A by: if en = u,a, , u;lu, = a,~;‘, u, E U, 
a, E A, then es, = ae E A, . I f  t E U, then tT, := [(tt-l) ~1-l t[(t-lt) ~1 = 
u;?tl_ltut-ltatmlt . Note that (e,6,) e2 = (elez) 6, , and that A C K(S). Hence 
~8, E In S, and trfl == tr8 , for all t E U. Moreover 6, E H:(,)(A). Let 
01 E ker &* be the map assiciated with V. Then 
Hence 
UT* = us, =- uu-‘[(uu-1) S,]-’ u[(u-‘u) S,]. 
u-‘[(UK1) is,]-’ u[(u-‘u) S,] = u. (11.1) 
In U-module notation, we have uol =: -[(UP’) 6,~ ~ (u-‘u) S,], for all u E U. 
Therefore 01 E im al*. Conversely if a: satisfies (ll.l), for some 6 E H&JA) 
in place of 6, , then u(u01) 1: UT~ , for all u E U, hence we have established 
a one-to-one correspondence between the orbits of In S and the elements 
of H;,(Al). 
THEOREM 11.2. Let A be an S-module, and Hir(AO) = 0. Then every 
extension (U, j) of A by S is such that A is complemented in U. 
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Proof. By the proof of Proposition 7.2, there is a transversal p: S --f U 
which is an injective homomorphism. It follows that Sp is a complement of 
A in U. 
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